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Cover Letter
December 14, 2023

Richard Appelhanz
Topeka Metropolitan Transit Authority
201 North Kansas Avenue,
Topeka, KS 66603

Peak Transit LLC
600 E. Colonial Drive, Suite 100

Orlando, FL 32803
Phone: (805) 394-8626

Fax: (805) 856-1574
sales@peaktransit.com
www.peaktransit.com

Re: RFP TM-24-01 - Proposal for Technology for Buses.

Peak Transit LLC, (PT) is excited to introduce our proposal to the Topeka Metropolitan Transit
Authority (Topeka Metro) for a turn-key, scalable, reliable, easy-to-maintain, highest quality and
easy-to-learn and use Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) for fixed-route buses with various
components, and as described in RFP TM-24-01. Our cutting-edge systems seamlessly align
with Topeka Metro’s broader initiatives to support the production of its public transportation
services, promising a seamless integration into the fabric of its ambitious current and future
projects.

Dedicated to delivering quality intelligent transit solutions, our mission revolves around
enhancing efficiency, security, and technological sophistication. In pursuit of this objective, we
provide users with complimentary access to extensive public transportation information across
various modes. Our user-friendly mobile applications, designed for all ages and proficiency
levels, are supplemented by real-time updates that fortify the reliability of fixed-route
transportation solutions. Infused with flexibility, our services empower both dispatchers and
riders with real-time vehicle location insights, creating a seamless transit experience. Our
expertise shines in providing intelligent transit solutions within the Fixed-Route sector.

Recognizing the imperative for a cutting-edge turnkey solution, while maintaining fiscal
responsibility, PT recommends adopting a pragmatic approach that prioritizes cost savings
without compromising service quality. To achieve this, we propose a comprehensive strategy
that optimally blends existing hardware with the option to upgrade as needed.

PT's proposed solution for Topeka Metro's transit services embodies scalability, granting the
flexibility to seamlessly integrate additional features without necessitating the replacement of
existing hardware. Embracing off-the-shelf hardware and open-source software, PT provides a
cost-effective alternative to proprietary solutions, ensuring Topeka Metro's autonomy and fiscal
prudence. This strategic approach not only enables substantial cost savings but also upholds
service quality, aligning with Topeka Metro's commitment to delivering an exceptional rider
experience and meeting financial objectives. Moreover, the incorporation of supplementary
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solutions can be achieved without the upheaval of hardware replacement, culminating in
substantial cost savings and an enhanced potential for scalability.

Fully invested in Topeka Metro's transit goals, it is paramount to PT that Topeka Metro gains
complete confidence and control over its fixed-route and paratransit scheduling and dispatching
operations and achieves peak performance. With a track record of similar implementations
across North America, our experienced installation team and support staff will work closely with
you to ensure a timely and successful deployment, building on our 100% success rate.
Additionally, Topeka Metro can expect comprehensive training, a personal project manager, and
24/7/365 support throughout the implementation process and partnership.

In conclusion, PT is excited to partner with Topeka Metro in revolutionizing its transit services.
Our cutting-edge ITS will deliver a cost-effective and advanced solution without compromising
quality. With our dedicated support and proven track record, we are committed to ensuring a
seamless deployment and helping Topeka Metro optimize its transit operations. We look
forward to discussing this proposal with you further and exploring how our tailored solutions
can best meet Topeka Metro's unique needs and objectives. Together, we will elevate the
commuting experience and create a lasting impact on your community

Thanking you,

Sincerely,

Brady Young
Director of Sales & Partnerships

For any matters regarding the information submitted in this proposal, please contact:
Mr. Brady Young, Director of Sales & Partnerships, Peak Transit
600 E. Colonial Drive, Ste 100, Orlando, FL 32803
(317) 447-4038 | brady@peaktransit.com
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Executive Summary
Peak Transit is on a mission to redefine the landscape of intelligent transit solutions, delivering
a seamless fusion of efficiency, security, and cutting-edge technology. Our commitment
translates into providing users with open access to public transportation information across
diverse modes, accompanied by user-friendly mobile applications tailored to every demographic.
Furthermore, our dedication to real-time updates for fixed route transportation solutions forms
the bedrock of our service ethos.

Engineered with flexibility at its core, our approach caters to the needs of both dispatchers and
riders, culminating in a fluid transit experience powered by real-time vehicle tracking. Our
experience in crafting intelligent transit solutions spans the realm of Fixed-Route operations.
This proficiency is evident through our successful deployment of transit-specific mobile apps,
catering to a spectrum of fleets encompassing varied vehicle types and manufacturers.

At Peak Transit, collaboration is in our DNA. We leverage our extensive experience to foster
inter-agency synergy, exploring possibilities in technology, data, and capital equipment
collaboration.

In this proposal, we present a comprehensive overview of our capabilities, underscored by our
track record in executing projects and crafting tailor-made solutions that precisely match the
contours of Topeka Metro's requirements. We offer a spectrum of solutions, including turnkey
options when warranted. Rest assured, our commitment extends to the transparency of our
offerings; all pertinent information about our products and services, including customer
references, is shared herein. These references are a testament to our expertise and
commitment, and Topeka Metro is encouraged to engage with them for insights into the
potential partnership that lies ahead.

Peak Transit has included a detailed Implementation/Installation Plan with a Gantt Chart
showing the timelines. Moving forward, the timelines may undergo some changes based on
inputs from the Topeka Metro Project Manager. The Price section in this proposal contains the
pricing details.
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Understanding of the Scope & Specifications
Provide a description of your understanding of, and ability to fulfill, the scope and specifications listed in Part I.

Project Understanding

Project Scope

The Topeka Metro project encompasses the enhancement of transit technologies and the
improvement of the passenger experience for the public transportation system. The key
elements of the scope include provisioning and installation of:

● CAD/AVL system
● Customer-facing Mobile Application/Website
● Customer Service Support
● Automatic Passenger Counter (APC) Systems

System Objectives

The primary objectives of this project are as follows:
● Real-Time Information: Provide real-time route and vehicle information accessible via a

user-friendly web interface. This information should be available to passengers,
dispatchers, and managerial staff.

● Operational Reporting: Enable the system to generate comprehensive operational
reports. These reports should cover critical aspects such as route timings, passenger
wait times, trip counts, operator performance, and vehicle speed and movement.

● AVL System Installation & Upgradation: Implement the AVL system in 26 fixed-route
buses, with an option to extend this functionality to additional fixed-route buses in the
future.

● APC and AVA Installation: Install APC systems in all 26 vehicles to enhance passenger
counting accuracy and communication.

● System Integration: Integration of the new system with some of the existing system
components.

The Topeka Metro project aims to modernize the City's public transportation system by
implementing advanced transit technologies. The focus is on real-time data accessibility,
passenger communication, and operational efficiency. The successful execution of this project
will result in an improved and more user-friendly public transportation experience for the City's
residents and visitors.
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Schedule Detours & Route Deviations
• Ability to schedule detours and route deviations which are reflected in all internal and customer-facing
real-time maps

Peak Transit can comply with this requirement. All updates to the CAD/AVL system are
displayed and can be viewed on all customer/user interfaces - desktop, tablets and iOS or
Android smartphones.

Add/Modify Bus Announcements
• Ability to add or modify bus annunciator announcements from the desktop

Peak Transit can comply with this requirement.

Update Inside/Outside Headsign Messages
• Ability to update inside and outside headsigns messages from the desktop including upcoming stops and PR
messaging

Peak Transit can comply with this requirement. The proposed CAD/AVL system has all controls
to make changes or add information to be viewed on internal and external headsigns,
simultaneously or selectively, as may be required by Topeka Metro. These can be done from the
desktop interfaces and will not be limited to updating messages for upcoming stops and PR
messages.

Geofence for Announcements & Headsign Messages
• Ability to define the geofence to trigger annunciators and head signs from the desktop

The Peak Transit system meets these requirements. Announcements for Geofences can be
configured from the user desktop interface.

Approach to Geofences
• Ability to define approach heading into geofences to trigger events for annunciator and headsign output

Peak Transit can comply with this requirement.

Data Feed Format
• Provide data feed using an industry-standard data format for real-time signage at stations/stops including, but
not necessarily limited to, next 5 arriving buses with arrival times, and routes served

Peak Transit can comply with this requirement. The system can be configured to meet Topeka
Metro’s requirements.

Open API
• Provide open API feed to customer-facing transit apps, e.g. Transit App, including the ability to export GTFS
and GTFS-RT feeds at no additional cost.

Peak Transit can comply with this requirement.
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Automatic Status Updates for Interlined Routes
• Headsigns on buses running interlined routes or buses changing routes on next trip will update automatically
upon approach to the station or other interlining location

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

Reports
• Ability to run reports without vendor intervention or additional cost

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement. System users will use the reporting tool to
generate reports, as may be required.

Custom Reports
• Support for custom report creation with no additional cost

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

Reporting Tool
• Provide reporting tool for system performance including, but not limited to: downtime, apps/website usage,
number of customer support requests

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

Unlimited Internal Users
• Unlimited internal users, or other authorized users, to access the CAD/AVL system at the same time

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

99.9% Uptime or Better
• 99.9% uptime or greater, with over-the-air updates and upgrades included in the license for no additional cost

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement. Our system historically performs at over
99.99% uptime.

Combine Multiple Vehicle Position Feeds
• Ability to combine multiple vehicle position feeds, in real-time, with the intent of producing a higher level of
data accuracy and data redundancy in case one feed goes down

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

Tools for Data Feed Monitoring
• Tools to automatically monitor data feed uptime and health

The Peak Transit team monitors this status and is able to comply with this requirement.
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Automatic Processing of GTFS Schedule Data
• Automatic processing of GTFS schedule data, up to every hour if changes have occurred.No human input
should be required.

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

Predictions Support GTFS-RT
• Predictions support GTFS-rt, including:

o GTFS-rt Vehicle Positions,
o GTFS-rt Trip Updates
o GTFS-rt ServiceChanges v3.1

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

Predictions Factor in Real Time
• Predictions factor in real-time service adjustments including:

o Canceled trips
o Added trips
o Detours
o Skipped stops
o Modified departure times

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

Proof of Successful Outcomes in GTFS-RT
• Proof of successful outcomes in GTFS-RT and other elements at a transit agency of similar size around
passenger

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

Service Alerts
• Can automatically populate a service alert based on real-time changes to service

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

Create & Edit Real Time Service Alerts
• Create and edit real-time service alerts at the system, route, or stop level

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

System Capabilities
• Approved staff can create the following service changes:

o Add trip
o Cancel trip
o Create detour
o Close stop
o Modify departure times

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.
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Change Vehicle Assignment
• Approved staff can change the assignment of a vehicle, shifting it from one route/trip/block to another

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

See Real-time Changes to Service
• See real-time changes to service through the real-time vehicle monitoring functionality

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

Passenger Facing Data
• Passenger facing data reflects service changes through GTFS-rt data feeds and continues to provide real-time
information and predictions for detoured routes

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

Historical Data Reports
• Historical data reports include information about changes to service

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

PREFERRED
Reuse Previously Defined Detours
• Ability to reuse previously defined detours

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

Real-time Mapping
• For internal Agency real-time mapping, ability to:

o Customize bus “flags” on real-time map with bus numbers, driver designators, and OTP status, and
other bus-specific information

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

Display Features
• Display the following information on mouse-over or click on icon:

o Bus
o Dwell time
o Stop
o Amenities and accessibility
o Photos

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

Set Alerts
• Ability to set alerts for performance parameters, e.g. OTP parameters, bus speed. These alerts will be sent via
email.
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Electronic Fare Payment
• App will currently offer the ability to pay with electronic fare payment. Topeka Metro may not opt to use this
feature now, but wants it to be available in the app’s current design, rather than having to be designed at a later
date.

Peak Transit will need to work with the selected vendor to make sure this integration works
either through the Peak Transit provided app or the app provided by the ticketing vendor.

PREFERRED
Display Available Open Capacity of Bus
• Display available open capacity of bus based on APC data

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement. Our system will display the APC data that
can be viewed across desktop and smartphones.

Push Notifications
• Ability to push notifications about “favorite” stops and routes to app/website users

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

Display Amenities Stop-wise
• Ability to display amenities available at a given stop

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement. The system can be configured to display
amenities available at a given stop.

Display Photo of a Given Stop
• Ability to display a photo of a given stop

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement. This can be configured as per Topeka
Metro’s requirements.

PASSENGER CUSTOMER SERVICE SUPPORT

REQUIRED
Automated SMS Service
• Automated (SMS) text response service which delivers information about upcoming bus stop arrivals based
on customer location or selected bus stop as well as service alerts.

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

Automated IVR System
• Automated voice response service (IVR) which delivers information about upcoming bus stop arrivals based
on selected bus stop as well as service alerts.
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Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

IVR Phone Number
• Vendor will maintain IVR phone number "785-333-1113" for use in IVR operations as a part of this RFP and
contract.

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

Integration of 2 & 3-Digit Numbers
• Vendor will integrate use of 2 and 3 digits numbers currently in use by Topeka Metro as identifying numbers
for bus stops in IVR and texts that customers seek bus stop arrival estimates. In other words, Topeka Metro
can continue using the same numbers to identify each bus stop via IVR and texting etc.

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

AUTOMATED PASSENGER COUNTERS (APCs)
REQUIRED
APC Integrations / Replacements
• Integrate with (or replace) 26 currently installed APC systems (front and rear doors) (all existing equipment is
detailed in Appendix 1)

o We have 3 remaining sets from recently retired buses for a total of 26 sets

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

Using GPS Data
• Ability to use GPS data to provide boarding/alighting counts for specific locations

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

Transmit APC Data in Real-time
• Ability to transmit APC data in real-time via cellular or mobile data connection

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

Store & Transmit Data on Wireless
• Ability to store and wirelessly transmit data without loss of data upon return to garage if cellular data service
is lost

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

Passenger Reporting
• Ability to produce passenger reports, including average trip length in support of NTD required reporting

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.
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APC Data Reports
• The vendor will be able to produce data reports from this APC data to provide to Metro or a 3rd party vendor
to certify a certification process with the FTA to replace the NTD passenger data validation process.

Vendor will provide all needed services to attain NTD certification of passenger counts, average trip length, and
all other NTD required passenger reports at no additional charge.

Peak Transit will work with Topeka and assist as possible to help with NTD requirements.

HARDWARE

REQUIRED
Off-the-Shelf Equipment
• All equipment will be available off-the-shelf, non-proprietary, designed for transit use (please provide
references and dates in service for other transit properties)

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

Product Warranty
• All equipment will be warrantied for 3 years from date of installation

Warranty will only include new hardware. Peak Transit is unable to warranty existing hardware

Onboard/Remote Login for Operators
• Will support onboard or remote login of operators

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

Inform Operators of Changes to Services/Detours
• Informs vehicle operators of changes to service/ detours

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

Backup Power
• All equipment will provide for battery backup and internal storage to retain data in case of an interruption in
power or cellular communications

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

Operating Temperature Range
• Operating temperature range: -40º – 120º F

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

Troubleshooting
• All software related troubleshooting matters will be able to be accessed remotely without interface or
participation of Topeka Metro.
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Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

Digital Passenger Counting
• Tablet device will have the ability to count passengers in real-time for reporting of passengers per stop if
APCs aren’t functioning.

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

Table Features
• Ability for tablet to be stowed and not require operator confirmation or touch. Transit agency prefers operators
not to engage with it once the bus is in service (after the operator signs in)

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

PREFERRED
5-Year Product Warranty
• All equipment will be warrantied for 5 years from date of installation

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement for all new hardware.

Wired Connections for Onboard Equipment
• All onboard equipment uses wired connections

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

Routers to be 5G Forward Compatible
• Router(s) will be 5G forward-compatible

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

Live Stream On-board Surveillance
• Ability to live-stream on-board surveillance (cameras and audio) through secure link to Topeka Metro
operations or authorized law enforcement

Peak Transit will need to work with camera vendor to comply.

LCD Display Support
• Support for LCD displays onboard buses

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

Farebox Integration
• Ability to integrate with existing fareboxes (All existing equipment is detailed in Appendix 1)

Peak Transit will need to further discuss this integration with Topeka to comply.
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Playback of MP3 Audio Files on Geofences
• Ability to trigger the playback of MP3 audio files based on geofences with files and geofences loaded
remotely from the desktop

Peak Transit system does not use MP3 audio files for the announcement system.

VENDOR SUPPORT
REQUIRED
Data Ownership
• Topeka Metro will retain exclusive ownership of all data produced by on-board systems

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

Custom Reporting
• Vendor will develop and supply custom reports at no additional cost

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

Duration for Stored Data
• All collected data will be stored for the duration of the service agreement with the ability to transfer data in an
openly accessible format at the end of the service agreement for no additional cost

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

Access to Collected Data
• All collected data will be accessible to Topeka Metro at all times during the duration of the service agreement
at no additional cost

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

On-Site Training
• Vendor will supply on-site training for all dispatchers, supervisors, operators, administrators, planners, and
maintenance staff at no additional cost

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

Additional Remote Training
• Vendor will provide additional remote training via webinar and phone as requested at no additional cost for
the duration of the service agreement

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

Users’ Manual
• Vendor will supply full Users’ Manuals for systems and software at no additional cost. The User manuals will
cover initial start up tasks, regular daily tasks, rebuilding of blocks, routes, trips etc.

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.
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Availability for Support
• Vendor will be available via email and phone 24/7 and will respond within 1 hour in a personalized manner, not
a automatic reply.

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

System Improvements
• Vendor will be proactive in development of improvements in the supplied products and will provide the most
recent stable updates for software and other systems at no additional expense and provide the necessary
support and training to ensure successful deployment

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

Software Updates Notifications
• Vendor will notify Topeka Metro (the Agency) of all software updates and provide training to implement any
additional functionality and capabilities

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.

Maintenance/Hosting Agreement
• Vendor will include a maintenance/hosting agreement for the first 5 years along with an annual breakdown of
the cost to add up to 5 additional one-year extensions

Peak Transit is able to comply with this requirement.
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Project Plan & Implementation

Project Phases & Tasks
PT's project management procedures can be summarized in multiple phases, which take us
from initial, basic ITS discussions through the project’s overall “Acceptance” phase, as
discussed below.

1. Notice to Proceed & Statement of Work
After contract approval and receiving Notice to Proceed, the proposed PT project manager
will follow up with Topeka Metro to finalize the appropriate project point(s) of contact and
formalize the Statement of Work and Project Timeline. The PT project manager will then
follow up to schedule an on-site engineering survey with Topeka Metro to assess existing
wiring and equipment loadout of each vehicle type within the fleet.

2. Information Request
Once the engineering survey date has been established, our project manager will submit a
request for detailed documentation of existing equipment aboard all transit vehicles within
the project scope - this includes finalized integration requirements and current wiring
diagrams. Other relevant information (such as fares, schedules, route shapes, passenger
information, etc.) will be requested as necessary.

NOTE: All requested information must be received in advance of the scheduled fleet survey.
Failure to do so may adversely impact the project timeline.

3. Fleet Survey
PT’s engineering staff will travel to the project installation location to inspect all vehicle
types and/or unique configurations within the project scope. Our staff will evaluate the
condition of existing wiring, equipment, and facilities. For the scope of this project, vehicle
information to be assessed may include:

Vehicle ID #
● Year / Manufacturer / Model / Type / VIN
● Power Availability (12v / 24v) and Type (Switched / Constant / Both)
● Number of Doors
● Diagnostics Port (J1939 / J1708 / CAN / ODBII) & Connector Type (9-Pin / 6-Pin / DT)
● Existing PA Amplifier(s)

○ Manufacturer
○ Model
○ Wiring Diagram

● Destination Signs
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○ Manufacturer
○ Model
○ Communications Protocols Available (J1708 / RS-485 / RS-422)

4. “First Article” Installation
During the fleet survey, PT may elect to install a preliminary set of equipment aboard one or
more buses to verify assumptions from received information. This step may be rejected with
justification, but may delay the project timeline and incur additional costs if information
provided by the customer is later determined to be inaccurate and results in complications
during the fleet installation process.

5. Re-evaluation of Cost Proposal
Once the fleet survey and optional first article build have been completed, PT will re-evaluate
initial assumptions and determine if there are any additional costs or cost savings for the
project scope. This may encompass installation labor, material costs (integration
components, wiring, etc.), or equipment selection. If any costs or cost savings are
discovered, PT will submit an adjusted Cost Proposal for approval.

6. Procurement
After cost proposal re-evaluation and authorization of any change requests to the Statement
of Work, PT will procure all requisite equipment for the project. After the equipment has
been delivered and configured at our offices, PT will begin coordination of shipping logistics
to the project location and confirm installation dates.

7. Shipping & Logistics
Shipment tracking information will be sent with an estimated delivery date. The following
information is required to properly ship equipment to Topeka Metro’s facilities:

● Receiving hours
● Ability to receive pallets
● Presence of a loading dock
● Forklift availability
● Maximum acceptable pallet size
● Availability of secure indoor storage for received shipment

8. Fleet Installation
Installation will be performed at a predetermined location during the dates and times agreed
upon in advance; barring inclement weather, natural disasters, or other unforeseen
circumstances. PT intends to complete all installation, testing, and acceptance tasks in a
single trip to minimize repeated travel costs.
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Experience & Qualifications
Provide a description of your firm’s experience and qualifications, including how long your firm has been in this
type of business. Supply at least three references, businesses for which you have performed the same type of
service recently. Contact information for all references must be up to date. Submit material which
demonstrates that your firm has experience in this type of project, and has sufficient personnel with the
requisite licenses, disciplines, skills, experience and equipment to complete the contract in a satisfactory
manner.

Organization Information

Peak Transit Overview
Peak Transit LLC (PT) is steadfastly dedicated to delivering intelligent transit solutions of the
highest quality, marked by efficiency, security, and cutting-edge technology. Our dedication
materializes as we equip users with accessible public transportation information spanning
various modes, coupled with user-friendly mobile applications thoughtfully designed for diverse
age groups and expertise levels. Enhanced with real-time updates for fixed route transportation
solutions, our services are meticulously tailored for both dispatchers and riders. This approach
ensures seamless access to real-time vehicle locations, crafting a transit experience that is as
smooth as it is dynamic. Our proficiency is particularly evident within the realm of Fixed-Route
intelligent transit solutions.

Our expertise in deploying transit-specific mobile apps is well-established, marked by
competence and resounding success. Our clientele encompasses fleets featuring an array of
vehicle types—cutaway, low-floor, hybrid, and articulated buses—sourced from various
manufacturers and model years. Beyond this, we stand prepared to facilitate exploration into
inter-agency collaboration opportunities, spanning technology, data, and capital equipment.

Within this proposal, we lay bare our capacity for executing projects and delivering solutions that
precisely align with our customers' requirements, including turnkey solutions. The spectrum of
our offerings, along with our unwavering commitment, is fully revealed, accompanied by
comprehensive information regarding our products and services, complete with customer
references. We recognize the sensitivity of this information and hereby grant Topeka Metro the
authority to engage with any or all of the references provided herein. This exchange serves to
gather feedback and foster a deeper understanding of the enriching partnership that awaits.

Number of Employees
Peak Transit’s total staff strength is between 15 - 25.
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Corporate Capability

Corporate Summary
Peak Transit (PT) has been providing ITS product design and integration services since 2012;
headquartered in Orlando, Florida, with an engineering office in San Luis Obispo, California. PT
was founded on the principle of “beautifully intuitive engineering", continuing to grow as a
collection of creatives and engineers with a single mission: Create flexible ITS solutions for our
customers using the most advanced technologies available.

● Purpose: Creating software to seamlessly integrate the transit industry’s most advanced
technologies is the core foundation of our company. Combining these systems
leverages each products’ strength to create an efficient and comprehensive “total”
solution, enabling our customers freedom to tailor the best solution to achieve their
long-term goals.

● Commitment: As a software-centric system integrator, we are able to quickly design,
develop, and deploy new product services. Our agile methodology enables us to match
the evolution of consumer technologies and ridership trends without the need for
constant “rip-and-replace” reinvestment capital.

PT will be the prime contractor for the Topeka Metro project.

Organizational Capabilities

Technical Capabilities
As highlighted by our references, our track record in deploying transit-specific operations
software is not only established but also highly proficient and successful. Our clientele
encompasses diverse fleets comprising a range of vehicle types—cutaway, low-floor, hybrid, and
articulated buses—across various manufacturers and model years. Furthermore, we offer the
expertise to facilitate the exploration of inter-agency collaboration avenues related to
technology, data, and capital equipment.

Organizational, Regulatory, and Contract Compliance
Catering primarily to municipal governments and large enterprises, we recognize that data
integrity and security play a pivotal role in their operational success and regulatory adherence.
Peak Transit is unwavering in its commitment to upholding universally acknowledged best
practices pertinent to engineering and deployment across all provided products and services.

Our remarkable track record of accomplishments with clients attests to our capability, as we
proudly maintain a history devoid of any contract cancellations throughout our company's
existence.
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Continuing Development
At the heart of our values is a commitment to ongoing research and development, aimed at
bringing the latest and greatest technologies to enhance public transit operations. We're on a
continuous journey to create comprehensive solutions by leveraging the dedicated strengths of
the best products available in our industry.

Financial Capability
Peak Transit (PT) has a rich history dating back to February 2012. Our dedicated team, products,
and services have been actively contributing to the industry for years. With offices in
Indianapolis, San Luis Obispo, and Orlando, our skilled staff collaborates to drive rapid product
development tailored to customer needs.

Our continuous growth trajectory is a testament to our global success in service delivery. As a
privately held and well-capitalized company, we stand independently, uniquely positioned to
prioritize and cater to the long-term requirements of our valued customers.

Functional Organization
PT is an experienced, proactive team that utilizes the most modern technologies to achieve the
best results. Our management approach is traditional, personal and customer-focused. PT
schedules regular internal meetings to ensure every team member stays current and up-to-date
on the status of each job. The PT team has cohesively worked together on several projects.

Key Project Personnel
This team has worked together in several projects and understands what it takes to deliver
projects that are on-time and within the budget, to meet or exceed customer expectations.

John Osumi, Founder & Product Consultant
Address: 205 Suburban Road, Suite 3, San Luis Obispo, California USA 93401
(805) 394-8626 | josumi@peaktransit.com

Elizabeth Kawamoto, Project Coordinator
Address: 205 Suburban Road, Suite 3, San Luis Obispo, California USA 93401
(805) 394-8626 | lizz@peaktransit.com

Len Kawamoto, Software Engineer III
Address: 205 Suburban Road, Suite 3, San Luis Obispo, California USA 93401
(805) 394-8626 | lkawamoto@peaktransit.com

Key members of the PT team will be available for the duration of the Topeka Metro project. No
person, marked as Key Personnel, shall be removed or replaced without the prior written
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Price
Please see the attached Price Quote.
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Firewalls are placed in front of web routers to disallow access to unused ports. Database
servers are not exposed to the public Internet and are only accessible through internal networks.
Virtualization is also used to separate applications. System security is crucial to protect
sensitive data, ensure operational integrity, and prevent unauthorized access in an environment.
Here's our comprehensive approach to maintaining system security with our client systems:
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scheduled training. Training sessions will be planned to coincide with the Topeka Metro project’s
installation dates.

The following Topeka Metro staff will be required to attend:
● Maintenance Personnel (on-site staff consultation & acceptance)
● Road Supervisors and/or Drivers (on-vehicle equipment training)
● Administration & Operations Staff (system and user management)

For in-person training, PT’s Account Manager for the Topeka Metro project, who works closely
with the Project Manager, will come on-site to hold training classes. The classes will consist of a
demo relevant to the specific group present (whether admins, drivers, management, etc.), Q&A,
review of all available documents both hardcopy and electronic files, and making sure each
person knows how to access the website in order to search the database for helpful documents
they may need. Training will include, but is not limited to -

● CAD/AVL System administration training
● CAD/AVL System user training
● Schedule creation and update training
● Operator training

● Road supervisor training
● Report generation training
● Maintenance training

The trainer will perform demos not only on other live client sites to show you how our reporting
and historical data can be utilized, but they should be able to perform part of the demo on your
web-based admin and passenger website so your team is able to see and practice on the exact
custom solution they will be utilizing every day. Additionally, PT will record the training at your
agency so the agency can utilize it for refreshing courses or new-hires.

Training Delivery
PT offers in-person training as well as remote (virtual) training to its customers and users.
In-person training will be delivered on-site, at customer facilities consisting of training rooms,
with appropriate infrastructure for training delivery. Virtual training will be conducted from PT’s
own facilities and can be attended by users from any location using a laptop, desktop or similar
other mobile devices. The time, venue, mode and method will be agreed upon mutually.

Training Plan
PT's training plan provides the structure for the program and establishes its goals and
competencies. The training plan serves as a tool for communicating with partners, particularly
at the system validation stage. The plan is also used as a reference document in the stages
following the system validation. The plan is divided into multiple sections and contains
administrative information, program goals, and competencies presented in a grid and a table of
correspondence.
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Subcontractors & DBE Participation
Provide a list of possible subcontractors, including their function and DBE status. Describe how you will make
efforts to invite DBE participation. A directory of Kansas DBEs may be found at
www.ksdot.org/divadmin/civilrights.

Due to the fact that we are going to try to reuse as much existing hardware as possible, we will
not be using a subcontractor for this project so no DBE will be used.
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